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Samoyed Breed Books

Baillie, Pearl M. and Auckram, Valerie E. P., *The Samoyed (New Zealand)*, published by the authors; Hastings, New Zealand.
1966 -- 2nd edition, 368 pp. The 2nd edition also contains pedigree data for early New Zealand and Australian dogs. (Miss Baillie's surname was changed to Wilson for the 2nd edition)
Hutchinson, Walter, Editor, 1976, *Hutchinson On Samoyeds*, Donald R. Hoflin, Arvada, CO. (Reprint of the Samoyed Section of Hutchinson's Dog Encyclopedia.)
1945 -- 1st ed. No authors or editors credited. 82 pp.
1955 -- 2nd ed. No authors or editors credited. 140 pp.
**Misc. Books Featuring Samoyeds**


**Official Publications of The Samoyed Club of America (Booklets)**


*Breeding Your Samoyed*, undated, no author or editor credited, published by The Samoyed Club Of America, c/o American Kennel Club, New York, NY. 17 pp.


**Samoyed Pedigree Publications**


*Samoyed Champions 1988 - 2002*, 2003, edited & published by Camino Books, Inc., Incline Village, NV. (As above, but also includes some editorial material and photos of many dogs.)

*Samoyed Champions Of Australia Pedigree Book*, edited and published by the Samoyed Club of Victoria, Australia.

1978 -- Vol. 1, 191 pp. (Covering Australian Champions to 1976.)


**History, Ethnology, & Polar Exploration**
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**Canine Medicine & Genetics**

American College of Ophthalmologists editors & publishers, 1999, *Ocular Disorders Presume to be Inherited in Purebred Dogs*.
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**Conformation & Structure**


**Behavior, Training & Showing**


**Natural History**


**Miscellaneous**
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*The Complete Dog Book*, American Kennel Club, Editors, New York, NY. (includes histories, official standards, and photographs of all breeds recognized by the AKC.)